
BLACK GREENIVORYORANGE

11 (Bass x 2, Guitar x 4, Acoustic x 2, Keyboard x 3)

8 (FX1= COMP/CHORUS/FLANGE/TREM, FX2 = A.DLY/ECHO/SPRING/HALL) + WIDE (Acoustage)

E1- E6 (41.2Hz - 1318.5Hz)

GUITAR (L/MONO), R, MIC, AUX IN (mini jack)

PHONES (mini jack)

Maximum 2.5 W x 2                   

4 inch, 8Ω x 2

A/D Conversion: 24 bit, D/A Conversion: 24 bit

Six AA-size (Alkaline Batteries or Nickel Hydride Batteries), or AC Adapter

Maximum approx. 7 hours 

260 mA

281 x 115 x 181 mm / 11.06" x 4.53" x 7.13"  

2.4 kg / 5.29 lbs. (Excluding batteries) 

AC Adapter (DC 12V)
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VOX SOUNDBOX mini SPECIFICATIONS 

VOX SOUNDBOX mini LINE UP

*Appearance and speci�cations of products are subject to change without notice



[MIC] [KEYBOARD/GUITAR] [HEADPHONES] [PORTABLE AUDIO PLAYER]

［ VOX SOUNDBOXmini ］

The amp input section of the VOX SOUNDBOX mini 
offers 11 ampli�er models to select from so you can 
quickly dial in your tone. Besides a clean sound for 
electric guitar, you can enjoy amps suitable for hard 
rock, modeling amps for bass or acoustic guitar and 
you can choose from a wide range of sound options.

11 ampli�er settings

The VOX SOUNDBOX mini is a stereo multi-purpose 
ampli�er.  The proprietary sound technology 
developed along with VOX's guitar amps has now 
been packed into a compact aluminum body and 
can run on batteries, so it can be used anywhere.

The VOX SOUNDBOX mini provides all  of the 
essential effects that a guitarist needs, including 
chorus, �anger, reverb and more. 

Built-in effects so you can connect your
guitar & enjoy playing right away!

The Center Cancel effect allows you to attenuate the 
volume of a guitar solo or vocal part so that you can 
play along with your favorite bands.

Center Cancel effect

The built in “E” Note tuner function offers a quick 
and painless way to check your tuning at a glance 
without having to unplug!

A tuner ('E' note) is built in You can use the VOX SOUNDBOX mini anywhere that 
inspiration strikes. It can be powered using an AC 
Adapter and it can also run for approximately 7 hours 
on battery power, providing an easy way to take your 
music along with you almost anywhere.

Conveniently portable

The versatile VOX SOUNDBOX mini can be used to listen 
to music from your portable audio player, plus it can be 
used as a personal ampli�er for your instrument and 
microphone. All of these features can be used at the 
same time, offering a comprehensive practice solution. 

Instrument, mic, & portable audio player can
be used simultaneously 

KORG's proprietary and revolutionary virtual 
surround technology generates a unique and 
personal three dimensional acoustic space using 
just the front stereo speakers! The actual playback 
system is acoustically analyzed, and the appropriate 
optimizations are applied to obtain the maximum 
Acoustage effect.

Expand your sound Overview

The built-in Acoustage Virtual Sound Technology delivers a unique 
and immersive listening experience, serving up a high quality three 
dimensional listening experience at the push of a button.

What is Acoustage?
(Virtual Surround Technology by KORG)

WIDE SWITCH: OFF WIDE SWITCH: ON


